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The Councils of implementation of calculations in 
Interaction Fluid-Structure

Summary

This document presents a total view of  the various approaches available in  Code_Aster   for  to model the
effects of the interaction fluid-structure in the vibratory analyses of the structures. He also recapitulates many
practical  advices and of  precautions to be taken at the time of  the realization of  calculations in Interaction
Fluid-Structure.
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1  Fluid efforts acting on a vibrating structure

There  exist  two  families  of  the  fluid  forces  which  can  act  on  a  vibrating  structure  in  a  fluid
environment: 

1. forces fluid-rubber  bands :  in  fact  forces depend on the  movement  of  the  structure;  of  its
displacement, its speed, and its acceleration. By this fact,  it is suitable to take into account these
effects of coupling fluid-rubber band by the addition of the coefficients to the matrices structural of
stiffness, mass and damping.

2. forces independent  of  the  movement structure.  In  fact  the  forces act  in  the cases of  the
turbulent flows or diphasic.

In this document one introduces the various operators of Code_Aster who allow to model each of the
two types of the fluid forces within the framework of the vibratory analyses of the structures.

2  Modeling of the forces fluid-rubber bands

In  Code_Aster,  there  exist  two  different  methods  to  model  the  forces  fluid-rubber  bands which
represent the efforts of coupling fluid-structure. The difference between the two methods is compared
to the nature and the complexity  of  the physical phenomena that the user wishes to consider and,
consequently, the assumptions taken during the calculation of the efforts of the coupling.

first method consist in calculating added matrices representing the coupling fluid-structure with one
potential approach. One makes the assumption that structure only undergoes small deformations
and that it  fluid who surrounds it  is  perfect  ;  the effect of  shearing in the fluid is then considered
negligible. For the calculation of the added mass, the fluid is considered non stationary. As for rigidity
and with damping added, those are calculable only in the presence of  one flow. In this case, one
makes the assumption that itflow is  potential ;  one then neglects any effect  related to physics of
rotational of the flow which can be important in configurations with separation or at turbulent speeds.

second method to model the efforts of  coupling consists in determining the matrix  of  fluid-rubber
band transfer, particular for one preset configuration; a “configuration” being the unit: structure and
its geometry of dimensioned and itflow and its properties of the other. The configurations which can
be modelled with this method are: 

1. Tube bundle under transverse flow
2. Stem under flow through annular containment (Control rod)
3. Tube bundle under axial flow
4. Flow between two coaxial hulls

In spite of its sometimes constraining assumptions, the potential method remains despite everything
generic from the point of view of its applicability independent of the configuration of the study. One
advises with the user to employ the second method only if its case of study corresponds to one of the
four currently available configurations.

2.1 “Potential” approach  for  the  calculation  of  the  modal  base  of  a
coupled system

In this approach, the method of calculating consists in determining, initially, of the added matrices of
mass,  stiffness,  and  fluid  damping  using  the  operator  CALC_MATR_AJOU or  the  macro-order
MACRO_MATR_AJOU.  These two operators give  like  result  of  the added matrices,  projected on the
basis of modal structure in the vacuum. 

To determine the modal base of the “wet” structure, it is enough to combine the structural matrices
with the added matrices generalized using the operator COMB_MATR_ASSE. Then it will be necessary
to remake the calculation of clean modes by CALC_MODES. The modes of the coupled system must
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finally  to  be  restored  on  the  basis  of  physical  the  structure  with  the  assistance  of  the  operator
REST_GENE_PHYS. The stages of calculation are detailed in the following diagram:

 

2.2 Approach “preset  configuration”  for  the  calculation  of  the  modal
base of a coupled system

The method of setting in data and calculation for this second approach is different from that in the
potential approach. Indeed, the physical phenomena which are modelled here are more complex and
the results depend on an additional parameter, the rate of the flow. The calculation of a modal base of
the coupled system is thus established for a range of speeds. One thus obtains with this approach, not
a traditional dynamic modal base (mode_meca), but a modal base fluid-rubber band, which one will
call melasflu in Code_Aster. 

To calculate the base fluid-rubber band of a coupled system, the user must initially invite the operator
DEFI_FLUI_STRU to inform the type of configuration of its study as all the characteristics which are
associated for him. These characteristics differ according to the configuration but they generally relate
to the geometry of the structure, the properties of the fluid and  of its flow.

2.2.1  Special case of a tube bundle under transverse flow

In the case of  the configuration of  a tube bundle under transverse flow (FAISCEAU_TRANS),  it  is
possible to calculate by the means of the operator FONC_FLUI_STRU, the inertial distribution of the
fluid throughout the structure. The user can thus use this information to enrich the structural matrices
before  carrying  out  its  first  modal  calculation  of  the  structure.  In  practice,  after  the  call  to
FONC_FLUI_STRU,  the  user  must  to  create  a  material  hybrid fluid-structure by  using  the  option
ELAS_FLUI of DEFI_MATERIAU and to assign it to all the elements of the structure under transverse
flow (AFFE_MATERIAU). 

The  elementary  matrices  of  mass  and  rigidity  can  then  be  calculated  with  the  options
MASS_FLUI_STRU and  RIGI_FLUI_STRU of  CALC_MATR_ELEM .  After  the  assembly  of  the
elementary  matrices,  the user will  be able  to  calculate  the modal  base of  the wet  structure,  for
example with the operator CALC_MODES.

It is important to note that this taking into account, upstream, of the inertial effect of the fluid
is not possible that in the case of a tube bundle under transverse flow. It makes it possible to
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Figure 2.1-a: Diagram of calculation of the modal base of a structure wet by the potential
approach
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carry  out  thereafter  the  totality  of  the  dynamic  analysis  on  a  basis  of  projection  which
corresponds to the modal base of the wet structure. 

2.2.2   Case of the other configurations

For the three other configurations, the modal base of reference is given starting from the mechanical
properties of the structure (matrices of  purely structural mass and rigidity),  without any taking into
account on this level of the effects related to the presence of the fluid.

Once the configuration of the study and the base of projection of reference are well defined, the study
of  the  coupled  system  can  continue  by  a  call  to  the  operator  CALC_FLUI_STRU.  This  operator
recovers,  besides the  configuration  of  the study and the  base of  projection,  a  list  speeds which
represent the range rates of  flow on which the user wishes to study the dynamic  behavior  of  his
structure. 

In the concept resulting from  CALC_FLUI_STRU, the user lays out for each rate of  flow, of  a base
modified by the taking into account of all the coefficients of the coupling fluid-rubber band. The stages
of calculation for the four configurations are detailed in the two following diagrams:
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Figure 2.2.2-a: Diagram of calculation of the modal base of a tube bundle under transverse
flow
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2.3 Vibratory analyses following obtaining the modal base of the coupled
system

The modeling of the forces fluid-rubber bands is practically finished with obtaining a dynamic modal
base of the structure taking of account the effects of the coupling. To continue his study, the user can
make use freely of the modal base calculated to analyze the behavior of his system coupled fluid-
structure.

Transitory analyses

If the modeling of the coupling fluid-rubber band were carried out according to the second method, i.e.
on the basis of preset configuration in the operator  DEFI_FLUI_STRU, the user must call  upon the
operator  MODI_BASE_MODALE in  order to extract  from the base  melasflu,  a modal base of  type
mode_meca for  only one rate of  flow. The modal  base will  be usable then in all  the operators of
transitory dynamics.

If added coefficients were calculated according to the potential method, the user can make use directly
of the modal base obtained by the restitution on the basis of physical base of the generalized modes
(result of the call to REST_GENE_PHYS, to see Figure 2.2.2-a).

There exists currently only one diagram of temporal integration which accepts modal bases of
type melasflu, it is method ITMI of the operator DYNA_VIBRA.

Spectral analyses
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Figure 2.2.2-b: Diagram of calculation of the modal base of the structures in one of the 3
configurations: tube bundle under axial flow, control rod, and flow between 2 coaxial hulls.
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To carry out a spectral dynamic analysis of  the coupled system, the user is on the other hand not
obliged  to  extract  a  base  mode_meca starting  from  its  wet  base  melasflu.  The  operator
DYNA_SPEC_MODAL who allows to carry out the spectral analyses is indeed compatible with the modal
bases of type melasflu.

 

3 Modeling of the forces independent of the movement of the
structure

In Code_Aster, it is possible to model several types of fluid forces which can act on a structure without
to depend on its movement. Physically, these forces are directly related to fluctuations in the pressure
along the structure, observed in the turbulent modes of the flow.

It  is important  to note that  the majority  of  the models of  the turbulent  forces which are preset in
Code_Aster apply only for quite precise configurations. It acts many same configurations which are
available in the operator DEFI_FLUI_STRU (see paragraph 2.2).

The  definition  of  the  model  of  the  turbulent  forces  is  done  by  the  means  of  the  operator
DEFI_SPEC_TURB. The various types of spectra of turbulence which are available are presented in
the  following  table.  One specifies  also the  type  of  configuration  structure-flow which  is  generally
associated with each model:

MODEL OF THE
SPECTRUM 

SIGNIFICANCE CONFIGURATION

SPEC_LONG_CORR_ [1-4]
Turbulence of the type 
lengthuor of correlation for 
transverse flows

Tube bundle under transverse flow

SPEC_CORR_CONV_ [1/2]
Turbulence of the type 
convection of boundary layer 
for parallel flows

• Plate under parallel flow (Corcos)
• Tube bundle under axial flow (In 

Yang)

SPEC_CORR_CONV_3
Spectrum of turbulence defined
starting from an analytical 
function

General configuration 

SPEC_FONC_FORME

Spectrum of turbulence 
identified by its decomposition 
on a family of fonctions of 
form

Preset model: GRAPPE_1

General configuration

: Control rod

SPEC_EXCI_POINT

Spectrum of turbulence with 
excitation of the type forces or 
moment specific

Preset model: GRAPPE_2

General configuration

: Control rod

Table 3-1: Details of the models of spectra of turbulence available in the operator DEFI_SPEC_TURB

The  operator  DEFI_SPEC_TURB product  a  concept  spectre_sdaster who  contains  all  the
necessary  information  for  the  definition  of  the  spectrum  of  turbulent  excitation  according  to  the
selected model. For example, for the spectra of type length of correlation (SPEC_LONG_CORR_ [1-
4]), the user must always inform the profile transverse speeds of the flow, a length of correlation, and
the coefficients of a model of the spectrum of pressure. The user can refer to the documentation of the
operator  DEFI_SPEC_TURB (U4.44.31)  for  more  details  on  each  model  of  turbulence  and  its
parameters of entry.
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It is important for the user to know that the “spectrum” obtained downstream from DEFI_SPEC_TURB
“is not really calculated” at this stage. One lays out nevertheless in the concept spectre_sdaster
information on the spectrum allowing to project it  on the basis of modal structure wet by using the
operator PROJ_SPEC_BASE. The operator PROJ_SPEC_BASE gives the responsibility itself to calculate
the integrals of  acceptance corresponding to the spectrum and the modal base of  the structure. It
produces a matrix of inter-spectra of generalized excitations.
 
In complement of the model of spectrum of turbulence (spectre_sdaster) and the modal base of
projection,  the  user  must  inform  in  the  operator  PROJ_SPEC_BASE information  concerning  the
discretization (frequential)  of the spectrum by using the keyword obligatory  FREQ_INIT,  FREQ_FIN
and NB_POIN. If the modal base of projection is of type melas_flu, it is oblgatoire at this stage to
specify  the  rate  of  fluid  flow.  That  makes  it  possible  to  extract  in-house  from  the  operator
PROJ_SPEC_BASE, the base of projection which corresponds at the required speed. The user has also
the option to calculate only the auto--spectra of generalized excitations, i.e. only the diagonal terms of
the generalized matrix of inter-spectra (OPTION=' DIAG'). Lastly, it is also possible to carry out the
projection of the turbulent excitation on part of the grid.

The concept  interspectre product  by the operator  PROJ_SPEC_BASE is  usable then in  all  the
operators of Code_Aster to take into account the effect of turbulence in a vibratory calculation of the
structure. The user can choose one of the two equivalent approaches to analyze the vibratory level of
his structure wet under turbulent excitation: Spectral approach and temporal approach. We specify in
the continuation the precautions to be followed in the implementation of each of the two approaches.
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Figure 3-a: Diagram of the calculation of the vibratory dynamics of a structure wet with taking into
account of the forces of turbulence with the two approaches: spectral and temporal
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4 Vibratory analysis of a wet structure: spectral approach

Starting  from  the  modal  base  of  the  wet  structure  and  the  inter-spectrum  of  modal  excitation
calculated in PROJ_SPEC_BASE, the user can directly carry out the calculation of a inter-spectrum of
displacements generalized by the means of the operator DYNA_SPEC_MODAL. Here the user also has
the obligation to inform the rate of flow if the modal base is of type melas_flu, and can choose to
calculate all the inter-spectral matrix of generalized displacements or only the diagonal terms (auto--
spectra).

To restore  his  results  generalized  on  physical  basis,  the  user  must  then  call  upon  the  operator
REST_SPEC_PHYS. It will be able to then calculate for example a inter-spectrum of displacement on
one or more nodes, for the components of interest ( DX , DY , DRX , etc). If the goal is to calculate
values RMS, the resulting inter-spectra are post-to be treated by the operator POST_DYNA_ALEA.

5 Vibratory analysis of a wet structure: temporal approach

In certain cases, it is interesting to study the vibratory behavior of a structure under flow by a transitory
analysis.  The idea is  to  generate,  starting  from  the inter-spectral  matrix  of  generalized  excitation
(obtained by  PROJ_SPEC_PHYS), a temporal excitation which has the same frequential  print as the
spectrum of origin. This is feasible by the means of the operator GENE_FONC_ALEA, which makes it
possible  to  generate  temporal  exiting  functions  starting  from  a  inter-spectral  matrix  (concept
interspectre).

Three points of very great importance are to be taken into account at the time of the spectral-temporal
passage. It acts of the relations which bind: 

1. Frequential samplings of the operator PROJ_SPEC_BASE and of GENE_FONC_ALEA.
2. Frequential sampling at the total duration of the temporal excitation.
3. The sampling temporal of the excitation at the cut-off frequency (maximum) of the spectrum.

The interested user to do a transitory calculation should carefully choose the frequential discretization
of  his spectrum of  turbulence at the time of  the call  to  PROJ_SPEC_BASE (keyword  FREQ_INIT,
FREQ_FIN and  NB_POIN).  Moreover, it  is necessary that the parameters of  entry for the operator
GENE_FONC_ALEA are coherent with those of PROJ_SPEC_BASE.

In PROJ_SPEC_BASE , the spectrum is discretized with NB_POIN enter FREQ_INIT and FREQ_FIN .
In the operator  GENE_FONC_ALEA , the spectrum D-is sampled with new NB_POIN, different from
that from PROJ_SPEC_BASE . 

If  the  option  INTERP=' OUI' is  used  in  GENE_FONC_ALEA ,  the  spectrum  is  interpolated  for
frequencies ranging between F = 0Hz and F = FREQ_FIN .  FREQ_FIN being deduced automatically
starting  from  the maximum  frequency  in  the  original  spectrum.  It  is  thus equal  to  FREQ_FIN of
PROJ_SPEC_BASE . 

If the option  INTERP=' NON' is used, the maximum frequency is recomputed. It is function of the
value of the keyword  NB_POIN in GENE_FONC_ALEA . 

The  user  must  in  all  the  cases  inform  two  different  values  for  the  keyword  NB_POIN in
PROJ_SPEC_BASE and  GENE_FONC_ALEA .  The  minimal  value  of  NB_POIN to  inform  in
GENE_FONC_ALEA (GFA) can be calculated like the continuation: 

      NBPOIN
GFA

≥
(NBPOIN

PSB
−1)×FREQFIN

PSB

FREQFIN
PSB

−FREQ INIT
PSB +1   (1) 
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For example,  if  the spectrum of  turbulence is discretized in  PROJ_SPEC_BASE with  2048  points

enters  25,5  and  45,5Hz  ,  it  will  be  necessary  at  least:   
2047×45,5
45,5−25,5

+1=4657  points  in

GENE_FONC_ALEA not to lose information on the spectrum of excitation before even the generation of
the temporal exiting function. 

5.1 Practical advices of use

It is strongly advised to call  GENE_FONC_ALEA with the option INTERP=' NON' and to choose one
NB_POIN much larger than the advised minimal value. 

With the option INTERP=' NON' , the total duration of the temporal excitation can be calculated like
the reverse of the step in frequency in the spectrum of PROJ_SPEC_BASE , it is equal to: 

       tmax=
1

 f
=

NBPOIN
PSB

−1

FREQ FIN
PSB

−FREQ INIT
PSB  (2) 

In the preceding example, the duration of the excitation is equal to  tmax=102,35 s  . 

The temporal sampling of the excitation can be calculated starting from the frequency maximum of
the spectrum of excitation:

       t=
1

2×FREQMAX
GFA

 

If the option INTERP=' NON' is used in GENE_FONC_ALEA, the maximum frequency of the spectrum
used for the generation of the temporal excitation is given by the formula:

      
FREQMAX

GFA
= f×NBPOIN

GFA
     

It results from it that:

 t=
tmax

2×NBPOIN
GFA

(3)

In practice, the user who wishes to carry out a transitory calculation generally has an idea on the step
of time of temporal integration and the total duration of his vibratory calculation. The choice of the
various parameters is done in the following order:

1. From the total duration of transitory simulation wished, the user must choose the number of points
of the frequential discretization ( NB_POIN ) in PROJ_SPEC_BASE according to the equation (2). 

2. Then,  as from  the  total  duration  of  the  excitation  and the  step of  integration,  the  user  can
calculate by using the equation (3) the number of points of sampling (NB_POIN) to choose in the
operator  GENE_FONC_ALEA. It is thus necessary to choose a number equal or higher than this
value, 

3. Lastly,  the  user  must  check  that  the  value  of  NB_POIN  of  GENE_FONC_ALEA check  the
condition in the equation (1),

To illustrate  the application in  practice  his 3 stages, one considers a case of  example  where the
spectrum of turbulence is defined enters 1,0  and 384,832Hz  (keyword FREQ_INIT and FREQ_FIN
of PROJ_SPEC_BASE). Moreover, one assumes that the transitory vibratory analysis is to be made

over one duration superior with 10 s  and with a minimal step of integration of 10−4 s .

According to the equation (2), NBPOIN
PSB

=tmax(FREQ FIN
PSB

−FREQ INIT
PSB

)+1=3839,32
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An acceptable value (power of 2) is then  NBPOIN
PSB

=4096 , which gives one total duration of the

excitation tmax=10,6687 s

Frequential sampling (NB_POIN) to choose in  GENE_FONC_ALEA is calculated then according to the

equation (3): NBPOIN
GFA

=53343,65

An acceptable value  is then  NBPOIN
GFA

=65536  (power of  2 and checks the equation (1)).  This

choice in GENE_FONC_ALEA with the option INTERP=' NON' conduit with a temporal sampling of the

excitation resulting from:  t=8,139×10−5 s . This is compatible with the step of time of integration

wanted by the user ( 10−4 s ).
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